ConnectALL Named to 2019 SD Times 100 “Best in Show” in Value Stream Management Category

Judged by the editors of SD Times, the SD Times 100 recognizes the top innovators and leaders in the software development industry.

ATLANTA (PRWEB) November 05, 2019 -- Orasi, a DevOps technology and consulting firm that ensures confident delivery of transformative applications that grow and simplify business, today announced that ConnectALL, an Orasi Company, has been awarded Best in Show in the Value Stream Management category for the 2019 SD Times 100. ConnectALL was one of only 6 firms to be accorded such an honor.

Each year, the SD Times 100 recognizes companies, non-commercial organizations, open source projects and other initiatives for their innovation and leadership. “The value stream — and value stream management — have become essential contributors to DevOps success, and ConnectALL’s groundbreaking integration platform is a key component of that effort,” said Mark Lewis, Orasi Senior Vice President of Sales. When we formed an alliance with ConnectALL in 2018, we knew its innovative technology and dedicated leadership would blow away our expectations, and they have.”

ConnectALL helps organizations achieve across-the-board Value Stream Management by connecting the applications used to collaborate, drive decisions and manage artifacts during the software delivery process. In doing so, it also unifies teams, processes and data, effectively creating an enterprise-class platform to accelerate software development and enhance collaboration.

Equally important for organizations with disparate teams working with fractured, siloed environments, it enables everyone to continue working in the system of their choice. All information flows in a unified stream through ConnectALL, eliminating the need for copying and pasting data between systems or using email to communicate information between teams.

“Orasi’s consultants — and our customers — are thrilled with ConnectALL, and now SD Times has validated its contribution, as well,” said Lewis. “ConnectALL and its experts will be attending Tricentis Accelerate 2019 in Vienna, November 13-14.”

About Orasi
Orasi is a leading DevOps technology and consulting firm that ensures confident delivery of transformative applications that grow and simplify business. Our experts lead organizations through the complex DevOps Journey from start to finish, with strategic consulting, a spectrum of automation and integration tools — including Orasi’s ConnectALL — and security solutions that minimize application vulnerabilities and data exposure. We leverage enduring partnerships with the world’s most innovative technology firms including Chef, Datical, Delphix and Micro Focus, enabling offerings as unique as our clients. Our product lines and services connect Dev and Ops teams, streamline processes, optimize quality and efficiency, reduce the risk of software failure, and drive speed to delivery. For more information, visit https://www.orasi.com.

About ConnectALL
ConnectALL, an Orasi software company, is dedicated to helping companies achieve higher levels of agility and velocity. Teams from software development and delivery to IT and business units across large and small enterprises worldwide use the ConnectALL Integration Platform to unify people, processes, tools and
applications such as Atlassian, Micro Focus, Microsoft, IBM, Salesforce, BMC, ServiceNow, and more. ConnectALL helps companies achieve effective Value Stream Management while rapidly creating business value, bring software innovation to market faster and increase productivity through cross-team collaboration. For more information, visit https://www.connectall.com.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.